1. Call to Order

2. Approvals:
   A. Executive Committee meeting minutes for February 9, 2010 Meeting (Attachment 1)

3. Announcements
   A. Dean
   B. Associate Deans
   C. Chairs

4. New/Continued Business
   A. Bylaw changes (updates to changes: Jay Farrell; Programs & quorum Christian Shelton) (Attachment 2)
   B. Writing Across The Curriculum (Status update: Chinya Ravishankar)
   C. CEP review scheduling with ABET (Status update: Jay Farrell)
   D. Waitlist and Drop deadlines (Holding: Jay Farrell)
   E. Photo rosters (Holding: Jay Farrell)
   F. BCoE General Education Concentration (Chinya Ravishankar) (Attachment 3)
   G. Cooperating Faculty (Albert Wang)
   H. Course Changes
      i. CEE 010 (Ashok Mulchandani) (Attachment 4)
      ii. CS 179E (Gianfrano Ciardo) (Attachment 5)
      iii. CS 179F (Gianfrano Ciardo) (Attachment 6)
iv. CS 179G (Gianfranco Ciardo) (Attachment 7)

v. CS 179I (Gianfranco Ciardo) (Attachment 8)

vi. CS 179J (Gianfranco Ciardo) (Attachment 9)

vii. CS 179K (Gianfranco Ciardo) (Attachment 10)

viii. CS 179M (Gianfranco Ciardo) (Attachment 11)

ix. CS 179N (Gianfranco Ciardo) (Attachment 12)

x. EE 165 (Albert Wang) (Attachment 13)

xi. EE 175A (Albert Wang) (Attachment 14)

xii. ENGR180W (Chinya Ravishankar) (Attachment 15)

xiii. MSE 302 (Ludwig Bartels) (Attachment 16)

I. Program Changes

i. Business Informatics (Attachment 17)

ii. Computer Engineering (Attachment 18)

iii. Computer Science (Attachment 19)

iv. Electrical Engineering (Attachment 20)

v. Materials Science & Engineering (Attachment 21)

5. Adjournment